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Abstract
An interlingua is a notation for representing the content of a text that abstracts away from the
characteristics of the language itself and focuses on the meaning (semantics) alone. Interlinguas are
typically used as pivot representations in machine translation, allowing the contents of a source text to be
generated in many different target languages. Due to the complexities involved, few interlinguas are more
than demonstration prototypes, and only one has been used in a commercial MT system. In this article we
define the components of an interlingua and the principal issues faced by designers and builders of
interlinguas and interlingua MT systems, illustrating with examples from operational systems and research
prototypes. We discuss current efforts to annotate texts with interlingua-based information.
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Introduction

As described in the section on Machine Translation Overview, machine translation methodologies are
commonly categorized as direct, transfer, and interlingual. The methodologies differ in the depth of
analysis of the source language and the extent to which they attempt to reach a language-independent
representation of meaning or intent between the source and target languages. Interlingual MT typically
involves the deepest analysis of the source language.
Figure 1—the Vauquois triangle (Vauquois, 1968)—illustrates these levels of analysis. Starting with the
shallowest level at the bottom, direct transfer is made at the word level. Moving upward through syntactic
and semantic transfer approaches, the translation occurs on representations of the source sentence structure
and meaning respectively. Finally, at the interlingual level, the notion of transfer is replaced with a single
underlying representation—the Interlingua—that represents both the source and target texts simultaneously.
Moving up the triangle reduces the amount of work required to traverse the gap between languages, at the
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cost of increasing the required amount of analysis (to convert the source input into a suitable pre-transfer
representation) and synthesis (to convert the post-transfer representation into the final target surface form).
For example, at the base of the triangle, languages can differ significantly in word order, requiring many
permutations to achieve a good translation. However, a syntactic dependency structure expressing the
source text may be converted more easily into a dependency structure for the target equivalent because the
grammatical relations (subject, object, modifier) may be shared despite word order differences. Going
further, a semantic representation (interlingua) for the source language may totally abstract away from the
syntax of the language, so that it can be used as the basis for the target language sentence without change.
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Figure 1: The Vauquois Triangle for MT

Comparing the effort required to move up and down the sides of the triangle to the effort to perform
transfer, interlingual MT may be more desirable in some situations than in others. Because in principle an
interlingual representation of a sentence contains sufficient information to allow generation in any
language, the more (and the more different) target languages there are, the more valuable an interlingua
becomes. To translate from one source into N target languages, one needs (1+N) steps using an interlingua
compared to N steps of transfer (one to each target). But to translate pairwise among all the languages, one
needs only 2N steps using an interlingua compared to about N2 with transfer—a significant reduction for
the former. In addition, since in theory it is not necessary to consider the properties of any other language
during the analysis of the source language or generation of the target language, each analyzer and generator
can be built independently by a monolingual development team. Each system developer only needs to be
familiar with his/her language and the interlingua.
Another advantage of the interlingua approach is that interlingual representations can be used by NLP
systems for other multilingual applications, such as cross-lingual information retrieval, summarization, and
question answering (see Figure 2). For example, it is a basic assumption of the semantic web that
webpages will contain not only source text but also some interlingual representations thereof, against which
queries issued in other languages and translated into the interlingua can be matched, and from which
various target-language versions of the webpages can be generated. In all of these applications, there is a
reduction in computation over approaches that tailor the underlying representation to the idiosyncrasies of
each of the input/output languages. Absent an interlingual representation, all these multilingual applications
require the insertion of a translation step at least once and often in two different places.
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Figure 2: Use of Interlingua in Multiple Applications
Although interlinguas are a topic of recurring interest, only one interlingual MT system has ever been made
operational in a commercial setting—KANT (Nyberg and Mitamura, 1992, 2000; Lonsdale et al., 1995)—
and only a handful have actually been taken beyond the stage of research prototype. Interesting research
prototypes are Pangloss (Frederking et al., 1994); CICC (CICC, 2003); NESPOLE! (http://nespole.itc.it,
Lavie et al., 2001; Lazzari, 2000), and ChinMT (Habash et al., 2003a).
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Interlingua Definition and Components

An Interlingua is a system for representing the meanings and communicative intentions of language. It can
be defined as a triple (S,N,L) where
•

S is a collection of representation symbols, often defined in an ontology, where each symbol denotes a
particular aspect of meaning or intention (sometimes individually, and sometimes in concert with
others according to specific rules of combination).

•

N is a notation, within which symbols can be composed into meanings. The rules governing notational
well-formedness reflect the compositional derivation of complex meaning out of ‘atomic’ symbols, an
operation that is basic to the theory of the Interlingua.

•

L is a lexicon, namely a collection of words of a human language such as English, in which each
lexical element is associated directly or indirectly with one or more symbols from S. Interlingual MT
systems typically include one lexicon for each language.

An interlingua instance is the representation of the meaning of a given fragment of text, such as a clause,
sentence, or document. Such an instance is often written as a list of interconnected nested frame structures,
where each proposition in the frame represents some ‘atomic’ component of the total meaning.
Details and examples of each of these components follow.
2.1

Representation Symbols

Typically, an interlingua comprises several kinds of symbols to represent meaning. The largest set can be
thought of as the conceptual primitives; rather like the open-class words in a human language, these
symbols stand for specific types of objects, events, relations, qualities, etc. Other, smaller, sets of symbols
are defined to represent specific fields of meaning, and usually derive from a logical theory about the
nature of some phenomenon. For example, the linguistic system of tense can be related to a theory of time,
and time can be represented in an Interlingua according to a highly formalized subsystem; see
(Reichenbach, 1947; Allen, 1984). Other typical subfields of meaning represent space (Hayes, 1985),
causality (Hobbs, 2001), the epistemic status of events (actual, hypothetical, desired, etc.), etc.
These symbols are often arranged as taxonomies in which each node stands for a symbol, and information
stored at higher-level symbols is inherited downwards and shared by lower ones. The contents and
structure of the taxonomy thereby embody, to some degree, the Interlingua designer’s conceptualization of
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the world, making the taxonomy an ontology in the classical sense. Although ontologies are as old as
Aristotle and are most commonly used in Artificial Intelligence systems to support complex reasoning,
interlingua ontologies form a distinct type: they are generally large (comprising several thousands of
symbols), contain relatively little information per symbol, and what information is contained is primarily
devoted to interlingua instance composition or linguistic behavior instead of to inference.
It is not uncommon for an interlingual MT system to contain both an upper-level, very general, ontology
and then one or more specific domain-oriented ones. The upper ontology contains notions that are shared
over all domains in common language; the lower ones encode distinct subworlds, such as finances, sports,
chemistry, etc. Usually, the higher-level symbols represent conceptual and linguistic abstractions for which
there are no words, and the lower-level ones more concrete meanings for which words exist in the various
languages’ lexicons. (For example, the Penman Upper Model contains the nodes NonDecomposableObject
and DecomposableObject to separate mass and count nouns.) One advantage of domain partitioning is
ambiguity avoidance: the term “bond” in the financial domain has only one meaning, and in the chemistry
domain another, enabling the MT system to proceed more expeditiously in each domain.
Ontologies developed for MT include ONTOS (ONTOS, 1989), SENSUS (Knight and Luk, 1994), and
Mikrokosmos/OntoSem (Mahesh and Nirenburg, 1995; McShane et al., 2004; Nirenburg and Raskin,
2004). Ontologies developed and used for language technology applications in general include WordNet
(Fellbaum, 1998), the Penman Upper Model (Bateman et al., 1989), and Omega (Philpot et al., 2003).
Omega can be browsed using the DINO browser at http://blombos.isi.edu:8000/dino.
2.2

Notation

The notation is the vehicle by which the symbols’ individual shades of meaning are assembled into a
complex meaning. The notation is usually instantiated as a network of propositions represented as a set of
nested frames, where each proposition employs the symbols of the interlingua, composed according to the
specifications of the interlingua in general and of the symbols in particular.
Typically, a frame has a frame header, which may include a frame identifier, and one or more propositions,
each being a relation-value pair that links the frame header to the value via the relation. Figure 3 provides
an example from the KANT system, representing the meaning of If the error persists, service is required.
The frame headers—each marked with an asterisk (*)—of the two clauses are BE-PREDICATE and
QUALIFYING-EVENT. BE-PREDICATE has two arguments, an attribute and a theme. Each of these is
headed by another frame, REQUIRED and SERVICE, respectively. The QUALIFYING-EVENT has a
PERSIST event whose theme is ERROR.
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(*BE-PREDICATE
(attribute
(*REQUIRED
(degree positive)))
(mood declarative)
(predicate-role attribute)
(punctuation period)
(qualification
(*QUALIFYING-EVENT
(event
(*PERSIST
(argument-class theme)
(mood declarative)
(tense present)
(theme
(*ERROR
(number (:OR mass singular))
(reference definite)))))
(extent (*CONJ-if))
(topic +)))
(tense present)
(theme
(*SERVICE
(number (:OR mass singular))
(reference no-reference))))
Figure 3: KANT Representation of If the error persists, service is required.
In some sophisticated interlinguas, the notation contains separate zones for different kinds of meaning
(Nirenburg et al., 1995); typically a zone for world semantics (the conceptual content of the text), a zone
for interpersonal semantics (information in the text reflecting the writer, reader, their relationship, etc.,
which often affects the style of the text rather than the content), and a zone for meta-textual information
(medium, such as spoken or written; genre, such as telegram, letter, report, article; situation, such as
anonymous posting, personal delivery, etc.).
2.3

Lexicon

An interlingua lexicon includes information about the nature and behavior of each word in the language.
For example, events and actions (usually expressed as verbs) include information about their preferred
arguments (agents, patients, instruments, etc.). In some interlinguas, this information may reflect the verbal
predilections of one language more than another; for example, “I swim across the river” is expressed in
Spanish as “I cross the river swimmingly”. Should the interlingual representation be anchored on “swim”
or “cross”? The choice rests with the interlingua symbol set designer. To the degree such asymmetries in
the interlingua prefer one language over another, it is said to deviate from true language-neutrality. A
representation system reflecting one language closely is often called ‘shallow semantics’.
Within a chosen representation system, the concepts on which events are anchored are called Predicates
and the participants in the event are called Arguments following the formalism used in logical
representations used in Artificial Intelligence systems. Predicate-argument structure (Grimshaw, 1992;
Hale and Keyser, 2002) refers to the combination of an event concept and its participants—and a given
predicate is said to have a certain number of potential participants—or valency. For example, the verb load
has a valency of 3: the person doing the loading, the item that is loaded, and the place that the item is
loaded.
Semantic roles—often called thematic roles—are by far the most common approach to represent the
arguments of a predicate semantically. However, the numerous variant theories display little agreement
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even on terminology (Fillmore, 1968; Foley and Van Valin, 1984; Jackendoff, 1972; Levin and RappaportHovav, 1998; Stowell, 1981). A small set of examples is shown in Table 1. The reader is referred to the
sections on Logical and Lexical Semantics for a more comprehensive set of examples.

Role

Definition

Example

AGENT An Agent should have the features of volition
(able to make a conscious choice), sentience
(having perception), causation (able to bring about
an effect) and independent existence (existence not
resulting from the action).

John broke the vase.

THEME The Theme is causally affected, or is in a state or
changes state, or is in a location or changes
location, or comes into or out of existence.

John broke the vase.

INSTR

John broke the vase with a hammer

The Instrument has causation but no volition.
Typically, an instrument appears with an agent and
can be paraphrased with “using.”

Table 1: Examples of Semantic Roles
A number of Interlingua researchers have used semantic roles for interlingual MT (Dorr, 2001; Habash and
Dorr, 2002; Nyberg and Mitamura 1992, 2000). More details are given in Section 4.

3

Issues in Interlingua

The notion of Interlingua appeals to many, but is a complex undertaking. In this section we examine the
issues faced by designers of interlinguas and interlingual MT systems.
3.1

Problems with Representing Meaning

Probably the central problem of interlingua design is the complexity of “meaning”. A great deal has been
written about interlinguas, but no clear methodology exists for determining exactly how one should build a
true language-neutral meaning representation, if such a thing is possible at all (Whorf, 1959; Nirenburg and
Raskin, 2004; Hovy and Nirenburg, 1992; Dorr, 1994). It is always possible to add more detail to a
meaning representation, but in order to implement an MT system, the details must end at some point. To
date no adequate criteria have been found for deciding when to stop refining the meaning representation,
although some preliminary attempts have been made in the NESPOLE! project (Levin et al., 2002, 2003)
and in the IAMTC project (Section 5.2 below).
A basic design choice is granularity: the number of interlingual representation primitives. The
parsimonious approach, exemplified by Conceptual Dependency (Schank and Abelson, 1977), declares that
a small number of primitives are enough to compositionally represent all actions. This poses a daunting
problem of meaning assembly that has never been seriously attempted. In contrast, the profligate approach,
called ‘Ontological promiscuity’ (Hobbs, 1985), essentially allows a representation symbol for every shade
of meaning (and certainly one for each lexical item). This poses a problem of representing the essential
relatedness of notions such as buy and sell, come and go, etc. The ideal seems to have been to aim
somewhere in between, seeking conceptual depth and coverage simultaneously. Many researchers
(Nirenburg and Raskin, 2004) develop a deep semantic analysis that requires extensive world knowledge;
the performance of deep semantic analysis (if required) depends on the (so far unproven) feasibility of
representing, collecting, and efficiently storing large amounts of world and domain knowledge. This
problem consumes extensive efforts in the broader field of Artificial Intelligence (Lenat, 1995).
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We present an example. What, principally, are the primitive concepts of the meaning representation for
eat? Do we also need more specific primitives like eat-politely and eat-like-a-pig? This distinction is
required to distinguish between the verbs essen and fressen in German. In general, two strategies are
possible (Hovy and Nirenburg, 1992). One is to adopt arbitrarily the conceptualizations of one language,
and specify the variations of all others in terms thereof; the other is to multiply out all the distinctions found
in any language. In the latter case one will obtain two interlingual items representing eat (because of
German) and two for the object fish (because of the distinction between pez and pescado in Spanish). The
situation worsens; in Japanese translation of the verb wear depends on where the object is worn, e.g., head
or hands.
Ontologies greatly support the profligate approach, because they allow one to concisely represent
systematic relationships between groups of concepts. However, building an ontology remains a problem.
For example, the WordNet-based component of the Omega ontology (Philpot et al., 2003) mentioned above
contains 110,000 nodes and often provides too many indistinguishable alternatives, whereas the
Mikrokosmos-based component of Omega contains only 6,000 concepts and does not offer all the concepts
needed to represent the full meaning of a word. Thus the word extremely contains four concepts in
WordNet-based Omega, and sense is hard to distinguish from the others: (1) to a high degree or extent,
favorably or with much respect; (2) to an extreme degree; (3) to an extreme degree, super; (4) to an extreme
degree or extent, exceedingly. On the other hand, the Mikrokosmos-based part of Omega does not contain
even one concept for the word extremely.
Another issue raised with respect to Interlinguas is that, because this representation is purportedly
independent of the syntax of the source text, the target text generated reads more like a paraphrase than a
strict translation (Arnold and des Tombe, 1987; Hutchins, 1987; Johnson et al., 1985). That is, the style
and emphasis of the original text are lost. However, this is not so much a failure of the Interlingua as its
incompleteness, caused by a lack of understanding of the discourse and pragmatics required to recognize
and appropriately reproduce style and emphasis. In fact, in some cases it may be an advantage to ignore the
author’s style. Moreover, many have argued that, outside the field of artistic texts (poetry and fiction),
preservation of the syntactic form of the source text in translation is completely superfluous (Goodman and
Nirenburg, 1991; Whitelock, 1989). For example, the passive voice constructions in the two languages
may not convey identical meanings. Taken overall, the current state of the art seems to confirm that it is
possible to produce interlinguas that are reliably adequate between language groups (e.g., Japanese and
Western European) for specialized domains only.
3.2

Divergences

An important problem addressed by interlingua approaches is that of structural differences between
languages—language divergences—e.g., English fear vs. Spanish tener miedo de. Some examples from
(Dorr et al., 2002) are:
•

Categorial Divergence: The translation of words in one language into words that have different parts of
speech in another language. For example, to be jealous — tener celos (to have jealousy).

•

Conflational Divergence: The translation of two or more words in one language into one word in
another language. Examples include to kick — dar una patada (give a kick).

•

Structural Divergence: The realization of verb arguments in different syntactic configurations in
different languages. For example, to enter the house — entrar en la casa (enter in the house).

•

Head Swapping Divergence: The inversion of a structural dominance relation between two
semantically equivalent words when translating from one language to another. For example, to run in
— entrar corriendo (enter running).

•

Thematic Divergence: The realization of verb arguments in syntactic configurations that reflect
different thematic to syntactic mapping orders. For example, I like grapes — me gustan uvas (to-me
please grapes)
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Many divergences are caused by differences in language typology. For example, many verb serializing
languages express the benefactive (e.g., write a letter for me) in a serial verb constructions (e.g., write letter
give me). Some types of meaning are particularly susceptible to divergences. In English, sentences
expressing the speech act of suggesting (How about going to the conference?, Why not go to the
conference?) cannot be translated literally into most other languages. Divergences are also common in
expressions of modality. For example, the expression of deontic modality in You had better go in English
can be expressed in Japanese roughly as Itta hoo ga ii, literally go(past form) way/option/alternative subjmarker good or (the) option (of) going (is) good. Some authors have argued that divergences may be the
norm rather than the exception (Levin and Nirenburg, 1994).
Resolution of cross-language divergences is an area where the differences in MT architecture are most
crucial. Many MT approaches resolve such divergences by means of construction-specific rules that map
from the predicate-argument structure of one language into that of another. The interlingua approach to
MT takes advantage of the compositionality of basic units of meaning to resolve divergences. For
example, the conflational divergence above is resolved by mapping English “kick” into two components,
the motional component (movement of the leg) and the manner (a kicking motion) before translating into a
language like Spanish.

4

Interlinguas in Machine Translation

A typical interlingual system is illustrated schematically in Figure 4. Each language requires an analyzer
and a synthesizer. The analyzer takes as input a source language sentence and produces as output an
interlingual representation of the meaning. The synthesizer takes an interlingual representation of meaning
as input and produces one or more sentences with that meaning. In theory, it is not necessary to consider
the properties of another language during the analysis of the source language or generation of the target
language. To translate from language L1 to L2, L1’s analyzer produces an interlingual representation and
L2’s synthesizer generates an L2 sentence with the same meaning.
Source Text

Analysis

Interlingua

Synthesis

Target Text

Figure 4: Interlingual MT System Architecture
Below we illustrate several representative examples of interlingual representations used by developers of
interlingual MT systems.
4.1

Pangloss

The Pangloss project (Frederking et al., 1994) started as an ambitious attempt to build rich interlingual
expressions using humans to augment system analysis. As shown in Figure 5, the representation includes a
set of frames representing semantic components (each headed by a unique identifier such as
%proposition_5) and a separate frame with aspectual information (see %aspect_5 at bottom) representing
duration, telicity, etc. Some modifiers are treated as scalars and represented by numerical values; the
phrase “active expansion” is represented in %expand_1 with an intensity of 0.75 (out of 1.0). Note also
that all implicit arguments (for instance, the agent of %expand_1) are explicitly included.
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%proposition_5
head
time
aspect
polarity

%pursue_1
%time_5
%aspect_5
positive

%pursue_1
agent
theme
purpose
means

%company_4
%policy_1
%set-up_1
%tie-up_2

%company_4
name

$"Sezon Group" ;coreference to %company_3

%policy_1
policy-type

%expand_1

%expand_1
agent
destination
intensity

%pursue_1.agent
%overseas
0.75

%tie-up_2
tie-up-partner

%company_5

%aspect_5
phase
iteration
duration
telicity

;coreference to %tie-up_1

;coreference to %company_2

continue
once
prolonged
false

Figure 5: Pangloss Interlingual Representation of The Sezon Group will pursue an active overseas
expansion policy by means of the tie-up with SAS
4.2

Mikrokosmos/OntoSem

The focus of the Mikrokosmos project (Mahesh and Nirenburg, 1995)—more recently dubbed OntoSem
(Nirenburg and Raskin, 2004) —is to produce semantically rich Text-Meaning Representations (TMRs) of
unrestricted text that can be used in a wide variety of applications, including as an interlingua for MT.
These representations provide the basis for addressing some of the most difficult problems of NLP, such as
disambiguation and all aspects of reference resolution, from reconstructing elliptical utterances to linking
textual referents to their real-world “anchors” in a fact repository.
TMRs (Ontosem’s interlingua expressions) use a language-independent metalanguage compatible with that
used to represent the underlying static knowledge resources—the ontology and ontologically-linked
lexicons. A sample TMR for the input He asked the UN to authorize the war, is as shown in Figure 6.
(Small caps indicate ontological concepts; the indices represent numbered instances of ontological concepts
in the world model built up during this run of the system.)
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REQUEST- ACTION-69
AGENT
THEME
BENEFICIARY
SOURCE-ROOT-WORD
TIME
ACCEPT-70
THEME
THEME-OF
SOURCE-ROOT-WORD
ORGANIZATION-71
HAS-NAME
BENEFICIARY-OF
SOURCE-ROOT-WORD
HUMAN-72
HAS-NAME
AGENT-OF
SOURCE- ROOT-WORD
WAR-73
THEME-OF
SOURCE-ROOT-WORD

HUMAN-72
ACCEPT-70
ORGANIZATION-71

ask
(< (FIND-ANCHOR-TIME))
WAR-73
REQUEST-ACTION-69

authorize
UNITED-NATIONS
REQUEST-ACTION-69

UN
COLIN POWELL
REQUEST-ACTION-69

he ; ref. resolution has been carried out
ACCEPT-70

war

Figure 6: OntoSem Interlingual Representation of He asked the UN to authorize the war
This says that the word ask instantiates the 69th instance of the concept REQUEST-ACTION, whose agent is
HUMAN-72 (the instantiation of he, which was resolved as Colin Powell using reference resolution
procedures), whose beneficiary is ORGANIZATION-71 (the instantiation of UN, which was resolved to
United-Nations using reference resolution procedures), and whose theme is ACCEPT-70 (the instantiation of
'authorize', whose theme is WAR-73 – the semantic representation of the meaning of the word war). One
goal of recent work in the OntoSem environment has been to create TMRs for large amounts of text,
populate a fact repository using a subset of information from the TMRs, and then use the fact repository as
a language-independent search space for applications like question-answering and knowledge extraction.
4.3

JapanGloss

The Interlingua notation developed for the Japangloss MT system (Knight et al., 1995) and the Nitrogen
sentence generator (Knight and Langkilde, 2000) used symbols from the SENSUS ontology (Knight and
Luk, 1994), one of the precursors of Omega. In this notation, frame identifiers are symbols like h1 and
SENSUS symbols are delimited by bars; and in contrast to many other Interlinguas, modality predicates
(e.g., likelihood and necessity) are represented as frame predicates, the same way other, normal, actions and
events are. Thus in the example given in Figure 7, which represents “It is possible that you must eat
chicken” (equivalently, “You might have to eat chicken”), e4 is the eating by you of the chicken, which by
h2 is obligatory, which in turn by h1 is possible.
(h1 / |possible<latent|
:domain (h2 / |obligatory<necessary|
:domain (e4 / |eat,take in|
:agent you
:patient (c1 / |poulet|))))
Figure 7: Japangloss Interlingual Representation of It is possible that you must eat chicken
or You might have to eat chicken
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4.4

KANT

KANT is the only interlingual MT system that has ever been made operational in a commercial setting.
The KANT system (Nyberg and Mitamura, 1992) is a knowledge-based, interlingual machine translation
system. KANT is designed for translation of technical documents written in Controlled English to multiple
target languages. The KANT Analyzer produces an interlingua expression for each sentence in the input
document; an example appeared earlier in Figure 3. This interlingua is mapped into an appropriate target
sentence by the KANT Generator. For each target language there is a separate lexicon and grammar.
The KANT system was integrated with the ClearCheck document checking interface (built by Carnegie
Group) and deployed in the Caterpillar document workflow during the middle 90's. The work for
Caterpillar involved development of a Caterpillar Technical English (CTE), a corresponding KANT
Analyzer, and KANT Generators for French, Spanish and German. The system delivered to Caterpillar
represents the first large-scale deployment of controlled language checking integrated with machine
translation. The interlingua used in the KANT system is based on research on the generation of additional
target languages, such as Portuguese, Italian, Russian, Chinese and Turkish.
4.5

Interlingual Systems for MT of Spoken Language

The interlingua approach to machine translation has been implemented in several demos and prototypes for
translation of spoken language. MT for spoken language begins with speech recognition. The output of the
speech recognizer is then passed to the source language analysis module of the MT system. In addition to
the problems faced by MT for text, MT for spoken language must deal with disfluencies in speech and
imperfect output from a speech recognizer. For this reason, most spoken language MT systems are
restricted to task-oriented domains such as travel planning or doctor-patient interviews.
Interlinguas for spoken, task-oriented dialogue typically focus on the dialogue act that the speaker intends
to accomplish with his/her utterance. Examples of dialogue acts are suggesting, accepting, rejecting a time
or price. In interlinguas for spoken language, less emphasis is placed on predicate argument structure, with
the exception of (Lee et al., 2002). The emphasis on speaker intent means that the same interlingual
representation will be used for sentences that have very different syntactic structures. For example, the
following sentences all carry out the dialogue act of giving information about the price of a room. The
concept of costing is expressed by the verb (cost) in the first sentence, and the subject (price) in the second
sentence. In the third sentence, the concept of costing is implicit in the predicate nominal (one hundred
dollars).
The room costs one hundred dollars per night.
The price of the room is one hundred dollars per night.
The room is one hundred dollars per night.
The JANUS system was the earliest spoken language MT system using an interlingua in the early 1990’s
(Waibel, 1996). JANUS was part of the C-STAR consortium (Consortium for Speech Translation
Advanced Research), many of whose members adopted the interlingua approach for an international demo
in 1999 (Woszczyna, 1998; Levin et al., 2000). Other interlingual speech translation systems include
Enthusiast (Qu et al., 1997), CCLINC (Lee et al., 2002), MARS (Gao et al., 2002), NESPOLE!
http://nespole.itc.it, Speechalator (Waibel et al., 2003), Carnegie Mellon University’s Thai speech
translation system (Schultz et al., 2004), and FAME http://isl.ira.uka.de/fame/index.html.
Figure 8 provides an example from the NESPOLE! project, in which both sentences are represented by the
given interlingua instance. The NESPOLE! interlingua is based on an annotated corpus of transcribed
dialogues in English, German, Italian, and Japanese. It has also been applied to Chinese, Spanish, and
French. Its precursor, the C-STAR interlingua, has also been applied to Korean.
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“I want to know what time the flight leaves Pittsburgh.”
“What time does the flight leave Pittsburgh?”
request-information+departure
(time = (clock = question),
transportation-spec = (flight, id = yes),
origin = name=Pittsburgh)
Figure 8: Two Sentences and Corresponding Interlingua Instance from the NESPOLE! Project
4.6

Universal Networking Language

The Universal Networking Language (UNL) is a formal language designed for rendering automatic
multilingual information exchange (Martins et al., 2000). It is intended to be a cross-linguistic semantic
representation of sentence meaning consisting of concepts (e.g., “cat”, “sit”, “on”, or “mat”), concept
relations (e.g., “agent”, “place”, or “object”), and concept predicates (e.g., “past” or “definite”). The UNL
syntax supports the representation of a hypergraph whose nodes represent “Universal Words” and whose
arcs represent “Relation Labels”. An example is shown in Figure 9 for the sentence The cat sat on the mat.
sit
agt

plc

cat

on
obj

mat

Figure 1a: UNL hypergraph representation of the

Figure 9: UNL Representation of The cat sat on the mat
Several semantic relationships hold between universal words (synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy,
hypernymy, meronymy, etc.) which compose the UNL Ontology.
4.7

Lexical Conceptual Structure

Lexical Conceptual Structure (LCS) is an interlingual representation used as part of a Chinese-English
Machine Translation (MT) system, called ChinMT (Habash et al., 2003a) that has also been used for many
other MT language pairs (e.g., Spanish and Arabic) and other natural language applications (e.g., crosslanguage information retrieval). The LCS-based approach focuses on the types of divergences described in
Section 3.2. Consider, for example, the case of a conflational divergence between Arabic and English:
Arabic:
Gloss: ‘The-reporter sent email to Al-Jazeera.’
English: The reporter emailed Al-Jazeera.
The LCS representation for this example is shown in Figure 10, glossed as “The reporter caused the email
to go to Al-Jazeera in a sending manner”. Here, the primary components of meaning are the top-level
conceptual nodes cause and go. These are taken together with their arguments, each identified by a
semantic role (agent, theme, and goal), and a modifier (manner) send+ingly.
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(event cause
(thing[agent] reporter+)
(go loc
(thing[theme] email+)
(path to loc
(thing email+)
(position at loc (thing email+) (thing[goal] aljazeera+)))
(manner send+ingly)))
Figure 10: LCS Representation of The reporter emailed Al-Jazeera
4.8

Approximate Interlingua

One response to the MT divergence problem (discussed in Section 3.2) is the use of an approximate
interlingua (Dorr and Habash, 2002). In this approach, the depth of knowledge-based systems is
approximated by tapping into the richness of resources in one language (often English) and this information
is used to map the source-language (SL) input to the target-language (TL) output.
The focus of the approximate-interlingua approach is to address the types of divergences covered by the
LCS-based approach, but with fewer knowledge-intensive components. Thus, a key feature of an
approximate interlingua is the coupling of basic argument-structure information with some, but not all,
components the LCS representation. Only the top-level primitives and semantic roles are retained. This
new representation provides the basis for generation of multiple sentences that are statistically pared down
so that the most likely sentence is generated according to the constraints of the TL.

Figure 11: Approximate Interlingua for English-Arabic Example
Consider, for example, the conflational divergence example given above (Section 4.7) between Arabic to
English. Figure 11 illustrates the approximate-interlingua approach to translation for this example. The
top-level conceptual nodes are first checked for possible matches. Following this, unmatched thematic roles
are checked for ‘conflatability’, i.e., cases where semantic roles are absorbed into other predicate positions.
As long as there is a relation between the conflated argument (EMAILN) and the new predicate node
(EMAILV), disregarding part-of-speech. (This relation is derived from a database of categorial variations
(Habash and Dorr, 2003b).)

5

Annotating Text with Interlingual Information

The success of corpus-based language technology over the past decade has shown the value of systems that
automatically learn their processing from large collections of annotated examples. Although no one has yet
created an Interlingua-annotated corpus to parallel the 1 million sentences plus syntax trees of the Penn
Treebank (Kingsbury et al., 2002), several efforts to annotate important parts of an Interlingua are
underway. Principally, these efforts focus on verbs and their arguments. We list these and then describe
one initiative—IAMTC—in more detail to illustrate the issues involved in annotation.
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5.1

Semantic Annotation Initiatives

WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998), see http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/~wn/, provides a terminology taxonomy
for English containing over 100,000 terms. Several ontology-building efforts have used this resource as a
starting point. Focusing on the creation of wordnets for other languages, the Global WordNet Association
http://www.globalwordnet.org/ lists EuroWordNet http://www.illc.uva.nl/EuroWordNet/, GermaNet
http://www.sfs.nphil.uni-tuebingen.de/lsd/Intro.html, BalkaNet http://www.ceid.upatras.gr/Balkanet/, and
many others.
Term taxonomizing and ontologizing efforts include the Chinese HowNet (Dong, 2000) and the Mimida
multilingual semantic network http://www.gittens.nl/SemanticNetworks.html.
Focusing
on
verbs
alone,
the
FrameNet
project
(Baker
et
al.,
1998),
see
http://www.icsi.berkeley.edu/~framenet/, is classifying all verbs into groups according to the case roles
(thematic roles) they support. The SALSA project (Erk et al., 2003), see http://www.coli.unisb.de/lexicon/index.phtml, parallels FrameNet, working on German verbs. Other FrameNet-related
projects http://www.nak.ics.keio.ac.jp/jfn/ for Japanese and http://gemini.uab.es/SFN/ for Spanish.
The
PropBank
project
(Kingsbury et
al.,
2002), http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~ace/
or
http://www.cis.upenn.edu/%7Empalmer/project_pages/ACE.htm, resembles FrameNet in that it focuses on
verbs, but it does not employ a fixed set of case roles, preferring instead a more neutral set of labels with no
overall semantics. VerbNet http://www.cis.upenn.edu/group/verbnet/ is an associated effort to assign
FrameNet-like case roles to verbs. The list http://www.cis.upenn.edu/%7Edgildea/Verbs/ combines
VerbNet and FrameNet.
The NomBank Project (Meyers et al., 2004), see
http://nlp.cs.nyu.edu/meyers/NomBank.html, closely parallels PropBank, but focuses on nouns (such as
nominalized verbs and relational nouns) with argument structure.
The Interlingual Annotation of Multilingual Text Corpora (IAMTC) project (Farwell et al., 2004),
http://aitc.aitcnet.org/nsf/iamtc/, is an ambitious attempt to investigate interlingual semantics by annotating
and comparing semantic phenomena across six languages. Having prepared bilingual corpora pairing
English texts with corresponding text in Japanese, Spanish, Arabic, Hindi, French, and Korean, annotators
are assigned to each text impairs to select semantic representation symbols from the Omega ontology
(Philpot et al., 2003) for all nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. We describe this project in more detail
below.
5.2

Interlingual Annotation of Multilingual Text Corpora (IAMTC)

The IAMTC project has the following goals:
•
•
•
•
•

Development of an interlingual representation framework based on a careful study of text corpora in
six languages and their translations into English.
Development of a methodology for accurately and consistently assigning such representations to texts
across languages and across annotators.
Annotation of a corpus of six multilingual parallel subcorpora, using the agreed-upon interlingual
representation.
Development of semantic annotation tools which serve to facilitate more rapid annotation of texts.
Design of new metrics and evaluations for the interlingual representations, in order to evaluate the
degree of annotator agreement and the granularity of meaning representation.

The IAMTC project is radically different from those annotation projects that have focused on morphology,
syntax, or even certain types of semantic content (e.g., for word sense disambiguation). It is most similar to
PropBank (Kingsbury et al., 2002) and FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998). However, IAMTC places an
emphasis on: (1) a more abstract level of mark-up (interpretation); (2) the assignment of a well-defined
meaning representation to concrete texts; and (3) issues of a community-wide consistent and accurate
annotation of meaning.
The data set consists of 6 bilingual parallel corpora. Each corpus is made up of 125 source language news
articles along with three independently produced translations into English. (The source news articles for
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each individual language corpus are different from the source articles in the other language corpora.) The
source languages are Japanese, Korean, Hindi, Arabic, French and Spanish. Typically, each article
contains between 300 and 400 words (or the equivalent) and thus each corpus has between 150,000 and
200,000 words. The Spanish, French, and Japanese corpora are based on the DARPA MT evaluation data
(White and O’Connell, 1994). The Arabic corpus is based on LDC’s Multiple Translation Arabic, Part 1
(Walker et al., 2003).
The interlingual representation comprises three levels and incorporates knowledge sources such as the
Omega ontology (Philpot et al., 2003) and thematic roles (Dorr, 2001). The three levels of representation
are referred to as IL0, IL1 and IL2. The aim is to perform the annotation process incrementally, with each
level of representation incorporating additional semantic features and removing existing syntactic ones.
IL2 is intended as the interlingual level that abstracts away from (most) syntactic idiosyncrasies of the
source language. IL0 and IL1 are intermediate representations that are useful stepping stones for annotating
at the next level.
5.3

Issues in Interlingual Annotation

A preliminary investigation of intercoder agreement on multiple annotations shows that the more
annotators learn the process, the better they become, resulting in an improvement of intercoder agreement
(Mitamura et al., 2004). Two assumptions may be made regarding the training of novice annotators in
order to improve intercoder agreement. One is that novice annotators may make inconsistent annotations
within the same text, but these may be reconciled through a process of intra-annotator consistency
checking, in which annotators go over their results to find any inconsistencies within the text. Another
assumption is that, if two annotators at the same site discuss their annotation results after their annotation
tasks are completed, their judgments may be reconciled through a process of inter-annotator checking, in
which each annotator votes, they discuss the differences, and then vote again.
From an MT perspective, issues include evaluating consistency in the use of the annotation language, given
that any source text can result in multiple, different, legitimate translations (Farwell and Helmreich, 2003).
Along these lines, there is the problem of annotating texts for translation without including in the
annotations inferences resulting from the source text. The IAMTC effort described above is the only
initiative, to date, that addresses issues of this type in large-scale annotation of data for use in interlingual
MT.
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